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Abstract. — Acoustically induced birefringence has been studied in homeotropic cell of nematic liquid crystal in order to obtain an acoustic image detector. The response times and the sensitivity were improved with an electric field always applied on the liquid crystal cell. The improvement of the resolution was obtained by introducing a grid in the cell which divides the sample into a matrix of small liquid crystal cells acting as individual detectors. About the mechanisms, different phenomena occur at the same time, one of them being a mechanism which is not explained within the framework of previous models.

1. Introduction. — Ultrasonic induced birefringence has been studied by many investigators in the hope of setting up a liquid crystal detector that could convert real time acoustic energy into a bidimensional optical pattern.

The aim of this study was to improve the characteristics of an ultrasonic detector using a liquid crystal cell. First, we describe the experimental set up used, and we report observations and measurements on the optical pattern shown by the cell. Then we present the improvement of the response time, the sensitivity and the resolution for display applications. On the other hand various models have been proposed to explain the interaction of ultrasounds with a nematic liquid crystal, but most of them lead to very different results [1-7] ; hence we have examined the various mechanisms involved in this interaction.

2. Experiment. — We have measured the birefringence induced in a liquid crystal cell, composed of a thin film of homeotropically aligned nematic liquid crystal sandwiched between two glass plates. This cell was immersed in a water bath in front of a piezoelectric transducer driven from 0.9 MHz to 3.6 MHz. For birefringence measurements the cell was placed between crossed polarizers and illuminated with a monochromatic light beam falling at normal incidence.

As shown on figure 1 the birefringence of the cell can be measured either in transmission or in reflection. The distance d from the transducer to the cell is much larger than the Fresnel zone boundary (i.e. \( d > \lambda^2/A \), where : \( \lambda \) is the ultrasonic wavelength, and \( A \) the transducer diameter), and the ultrasonic beam diameter is smaller than the cell dimensions.

We measure the incident acoustic intensity with a torque pendulum placed close to the front plate of the liquid crystal cell. This is the relevant parameter for...
Fig. 2. — a) Acoustic transmission and reflection of the liquid crystal cell versus the incidence angle. b) Angular dependence of the sensitivity of the cell.

Fig. 3. — Optical pattern with an acoustic beam at 1.8 MHz, incidence angle (θ) 30°, and distance from the transducer to the cell 30 cm. a) Fringes normal to the incident plane (P_{ac} = 10 mW/cm²). b) Radial symmetry fringes (P_{ac} = 30 mW/cm²). c) Boundary effects (P_{ac} = 10 mW/cm²) and the director orientation in the cell thickness (after Sripaipan et al. [7]).
technical purposes, and as a consequence, we do not know the real acoustic intensity inside the liquid crystal. The acoustic incident angle $\theta$ can vary from $0^\circ$ to $60^\circ$; the angular dependence of the ultrasonic transmission and reflection of the liquid crystal cell are measured within the same range, with a second piezoelectric transducer used as a receiver.

The liquid crystal cell is built with two glass plates, $5 \times 5$ cm$^2$ with different thicknesses varying from 0.1 mm to 2.5 mm. When we want to apply an electric field, these glass plates are coated either with two transparent electrodes for transmission measurements or with a transparent electrode and a metallic one for reflection measurements. The liquid crystal thickness varies from 30 $\mu$m to 500 $\mu$m.

All these measurements are performed at room temperature, with two nematic compounds: ZLI 518 (Merck) and pentyl-cyanobiphenyl (P.C.B.).

3. Experimental results. — The optical pattern has been investigated for different cells submitted to ultrasonic waves.

The sensitivity of these cells depends strongly on the acoustic incident angle $\theta$, but without significant change of the optical pattern. Whatever the thicknesses of the glass plates (0.1 mm to 2.5 mm) and the thickness of the liquid crystal (30 $\mu$m to 500 $\mu$m) may be, we observe this type of angular dependence. These angular dependences of the sensitivity are mainly related to the cell structure and not to the liquid crystal; indeed we observe that the increase of sensitivity corresponds to a good acoustic transmission or reflection of the cells (e.g. Fig. 2). All the following results are given for angles $\theta$ which correspond to a good sensitivity.

3.1 Optical pattern. — The spatial distribution of the optical signal shows two main characteristics:

a) Vertical fringes (cf. Fig. 3a) (i.e. normal to the u.s. incident plane). Their periodicity is frequency dependent but there is not a simple relation between the u.s. frequency and the periodicity. We also notice a slight influence of the incident angle $\theta$. Whatever the thicknesses of the glass plates may be, we always observe these striations. Miyano and Shen’s mechanism could qualitatively explain this feature [4].

b) Radial symmetry fringes (Fig. 3b). They appear for higher ultrasonic intensity, and they spread out in the whole cell as the intensity increases. This phenomena will be described in the next paragraph.

When the u.s. beam falls close to an edge of the cell, we observe a third system of fringes parallel to the boundaries (cf. Fig. 3c), which can be explained by Sripalpan et al’s mechanism [7].

3.2 Radial symmetry fringes. — This predominant phenomena has been investigated as a function of the ultrasonic intensity and frequency.

As the acoustic intensity increases, we observe the vertical fringes described previously, and dark concentric rings moving outward.

Figure IV represents the variation of the optical signal at the centre of the irradiated area, the maxima and minima of this signal correspond to an optical path $\Delta \varphi = \frac{2 \pi \cdot d \cdot \text{e}}{\lambda}$ equals to $n \pi$ (where $n \in N$); therefore the sensitivity is improved for a reflecting cell where the optical path is twice the liquid crystal thickness.

![Variation of the optical signal at the centre of the irradiated area versus the acoustic intensity.](image)

The dependence of the optical signal versus the thickness $d$ of the liquid crystal has been investigated. We observe that the sensitivity is roughly proportional to $d$.

This phenomena which has been observed by Dion, cannot be explained by his theoretical model. Recent observations has shown that this theory does not explain the observed features [9].

These behaviors, which are important for display applications, do not agree with previous theories [2, 4, 5, 7].

4. Display applications. — For display applications we have succeeded to increase the sensitivity and to reduce the response times by means of an electric field. On the other hand, the resolution has been also improved by means of a grid.

4.1 Response times and sensitivity improvement. — The response times and the sensitivity were
improved by applying an electric field on a nematic crystal whose dielectric anisotropy depends on the frequency of the applied electric field.

For this kind of compound the dielectric anisotropy is negative for a frequency $v$ of the electric field greater than a critical frequency $v_c$, and positive for a frequency lower than $v_c$. As the initial alignment is homeotropic, for frequencies $v > v_c$, the electric field enhances the action of the ultrasounds (e.g. it increases the sensitivity and reduces the rise time). So this electric field is applied during the writing time $\tau_r$.

On the other hand, for frequencies $v < v_c$ the electric field restores the homeotropic alignment, so it reduces the decay time. This electric field is applied during the erasure time $\tau_d$.

So one obtains an image frequency of the detector which is $(\tau_r + \tau_d)^{-1}$. We have used in this application the ZLI 518 from Merck for which $v_c = 10$ kHz;

$\varepsilon_2 = +0.8 \text{ for } v = 200 \text{ Hz}$; $\varepsilon_2 = -0.4 \text{ for } v = 20 \text{ kHz}$ (measurements at 25 °C).

Figure 5 shows the optical transmission of this liquid crystal cell under ultrasonic irradiation; therefore the image frequency is increased to 1 Hz with an incident intensity of 5 mW/cm² or to 7 Hz with 15 mW/cm².

Hence, applying an electric field is a simple way to reduce the response time and to increase the sensitivity.

4.2 Resolution Improvement. — On these cells ultrasonic images were not obtained because birefringence also occurred in the non irradiated regions of the cell. The new mechanism observed seems to extend to the whole cell and smears out the ultrasonic image. Taking into account this fact, we improved the resolution by introducing a grid in the cell thickness as suggested by Nagai et al. [2, 8]. This grid which divides the sample into an array of liquid crystal domains restricts the action of the ultrasounds to each individual cell.

Fig. 5. — Optical transmission versus time for a liquid crystal cell (ZLI 518) under ultrasonic irradiation with an applied electric field (lower curve). a) Image frequency : 1 Hz $P_{u.a.} = 5 \text{ mW/cm}^2$. b) Image frequency : 7 Hz $P_{u.a.} = 15 \text{ mW/cm}^2$.

Fig. 6. — Direct image on the liquid crystal detector of the acoustic shadow of a key. Spacing period : 1 mm. Frequency $v : 3.4 \text{ MHz}$. Acoustic intensity : 10 mW/cm².
The birefringence observed (Fig. 4a) in these small cells gives direct acoustic images of objects placed between the cell and the transducer (Fig. 4b). Preliminary experiments show that the resolution of the cell is limited by the spacing period, other characteristics remained unchanged.

5. Conclusion. — This investigation has exhibited at least three different phenomena occurring at the same time in the liquid crystal cell, one of them being a mechanism which is not explained within the framework of previous models for the acousto-optic interaction. We have shown that it is possible to improve the resolution with a grid in the cell thickness and to get good response times with a medium sensitivity using an electric field.

Hence, we define a simple acoustic image detector giving a direct bidimensional image whose mean characteristics were:

- Ultrasound frequency: 1 MHz
- Acoustic intensity: about 5 mW/cm²
- Contrast ratio: 10/1
- Resolution: 1 mm
- Frame rate: 1 Hz
- Destabilizing voltage: 5 $V_{rms}(v=20$ kHz)$
- Erasing voltage: 40 $V_{rms}(v=200$ kHz)$
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